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Chapter 17
“I hope you’re right. Because this is a terrible idea.“ Maxtron spoke over the 

hum of the force shield.

"He's right. Lemme tie him up. Or at the very least, have me in there in case it 
goes bad." Ph'avell held up a length of wire.

Celia choked back her unanimous vote because she was crazy. 

“Trussing him up won't improve relations.“ She tried to look confident.

Celia sat on a flight case in what she hoped would be a safe two-meters from 
the unconscious Enari. She laid out a few plates of food from the galley. It looked 
like a perfect picnic between friends or lovers. Only her “date“ was passed out, 
but that wasn't too far out of character for her first few romantic liaisons. Celia 
had seen her share of people knocked out and could never predict how they 
would wake up. Some come out calm and seemingly refreshed, while others 
were groggy and disoriented. Then there were the ones that woke up swinging. 
She slid back a half-meter.

“VOZ, to be clear, open the force shield only if I order it, or my vital signs 
indicate I am injured.“

Yes, Captain. But I must agree with the others on their 
course of action.

The grumbling quorum in the ready room recast their votes. 

Celia's father took her hunting and fishing when she was young, maybe too 
young. She'd always been tall and athletic for her age, but she didn't have the 
patience to sit and wait for the prey. And watching the Enari brought back the 
same compounding boredom. Celia took a sip of water when a pair of bright 
violet eyes snapped open. The liquid caught in her throat, and she coughed as 
she tried to not spit it out. She held up a finger to buy a moment with the 
stranger to clear her throat and hoped it was a timeless gesture.

“Hello, I am Captain Celia Vickers. Cough. We rescued you in Nuevo City 
during the earthquakes yesterday. You are safe now. Cough. Cough.“ Celia 
choked.
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Hamilton insisted she tell the stranger he was safe, but she suspected the 
coughs didn't imbue that needed level of trust. The Enari's body clenched as his 
eyes squeezed shut, and he grabbed his head.

“What manner of trickery is this? I am well protected against mind games, 
witch.“ His voice was commanding and comforting. Violet eyes scanned the 
room, pausing on the rod, then the doorway, then back to her.

"We gave you an um… translator so we can understand one another. You'll 
get used to it." She was babbling—it was something she did in awkward 
situations or around cute boys. For Celia, most of her awkward situations tended 
to involve them. 

“What matter of being art thou? Fey, demon, or construct?” He looked as if 
she said a goldfish was the king of the Union.  “And what is this metal prison?“ 

“It's a ship, my ship.“ She felt terrible, “Our ship.“

“It moves not like any ship I know.“ He lifted his slender hands from the 
deck, “Tell me, demon, be this some afterworld hell you have me?“

He thinks we’re on a boat. This may be a little too much explanation for now. 
@HMerriweatherLCDR

This guy’s unhinged. @BlainLT02

Build some trust. @Ph'avellCWO5

Oh, now you’re all about trust. @CVickersLCDR

“I'm sorry, I didn't ask your name.“ Celia smiled.

The Enari placed a hand over his forehead and brushed his long silver hair 
back. “I… am… Uhh… Fin…“

“Hello, Fin, I'm Celia. Do you remember why you were in Nuevo City?“

“What is this newayv-oh sitay you speak of? Is that the name of this demon 
hell?“ He eyed the food.

“I am not a demon, or whatever else you said; I am a Terran woman, and you 
are an Enari man. And Nuevo City is the capital city for the Union.“ Celia 
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exhaled.

“Finwë, my name is Finwë.“

"Oh, alright," She held up a hand in apology, "We found you in Nuevo City, 
and we'd like to know what you were doing there."

“I know not of what you speak, Celia Vickers. Nor what form of ship you 
claim this to be and what a Terran is. The only thing I know is that you consort 
with a filthy Orontorang.“ Finwë's eyes locked on Hamilton. 

What did I do? @HMerriweatherLCDR

Why does he speak so funny, are my settings messed up? @JCortEgn02

This is how he talks. TexCom contextual filters translate phrasing, accents, slang, and 
colloquialisms. @HMerriweatherLCDR

Finwë’s eyes looked at the rod, then back to her. Celia's chest thundered every 
time he did that.

“Why do you keep looking at that?“ She gestured toward the rod.

“I… I know not. It is familiar, yet unfamiliar.“

“Is it yours?“

“Nay, Celia Vickers. I wield…“ Finwë looked to his waist and patted his hips 
with a misplaced urgency.

"Strange because you were holding it when we found you."

"Tis not mine." His eyes hardened as his brow knit, "Though, in some fashion, 
I know it. But you have me at a disadvantage, for I know not where we are, nor 
have I seen your likes before on Elenari."

“We’re not on Elenari.” Her cheeks flushed, “You were not on Elenari when 
we found you.“

Finwë's eyes betrayed confusion. He seemed more like a lost pet than a 
breaker of worlds. 

“Then, where am I?“ Finwë looked at the food again.
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The sense of immediacy abated in the ready room, and everyone but Ph'avell 
stepped away from the door. Maxtron questioned his initial assessment of the 
Enari but wasn't prepared to discount the value of where they found him.

His vitals show only mild anxiety, nothing that would indicate deception. 
@HMerriweatherLCDR

He really has no idea about any of this. @BlainLT02

Maxtron saw the visions of a golden career on the Royal Staff fade. His father 
taught him to never let an advantage slip away. There must still be an angle.

If he’s not the guy, then maybe he knows who is? @BlainLT02

The crew members nodded to one another.

Country Club's right. If he knows something, we need to get it from him sooner than 
later. @Ph'avellCWO5

“Country Club…“ Hamilton chuckled from his holo screens.

“What’s that about?“ Maxtron wondered how something so aspirational 
sounded like such an insult?

“Sounds like a call sign to me? Fighter pilots get them too.“ Jacey said.

“I know that.” Maxtron barked, “How do you like your’s, Beanpole?”

“Sorry pal, they come when you least expect ‘em and fit like a glove.“ Ph’avell 
looked over his shoulder. “Cort’s will come in due time.”

Let them have their childish fun. Maxtron would orchestrate their return to 
his advantage. Well, certainly his. He had rubbed elbows with Galactic Senators 
and the Corps' shiniest brass and made sure everyone knew his name. And he had 
a good idea who best to contact and ensure a triumphant return.
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The force shield was lowered, and the crew filtered in. Finwë kept watchful 
on all, and Celia put herself at a tactical disadvantage to the Enari in hopes of 
showing him they posed no threat.

"Let me introduce my crew. This is my Executive Officer, Lieutenant Maxtron 
Blain. He is Terran, like me." Celia felt a bit odd playing Corps, but it was what 
they knew. 

“We lost a lot saving you.“ Maxtron nodded.

“Max.“

“What? He needs to know what’s been sacrificed.“

Celia’s eyes squared up on her Executive Officer.

"We witnessed a lot of  people harmed on Terra Prime, and we lost a member 
of the crew rescuing you, so the loss is fresh." She nodded to Maxtron.

“I am saddened to hear of this loss. There is no nobler act than to place 
another's well-being above your own. 'Tis a debt that I cannot repay, but 
something I will strive to right the balance of that scale in any way possible.“

Maxtron made a brief smile, then collected himself. Celia had spent the last 
six years on debate teams. She had never seen someone effectively shift a tacit 
accusation into a supportive response in one reply. Not exactly the actions of an 
evil mastermind.

“This is our Operations Officer, Chief Warrant Officer Ph'avell.” Celia 
gestured to Ph’avell, “From the planet, Thandaria.“ 

“Planet?“ Finwë raised an eyebrow.

“And the head of security,“ Ph'avell thumped his chest with a fist.

“Curious how you so resemble a jungle cat.” Finwë sized up Ph’avell with a 
practiced eye, “Security must be an apt station for one of your stock.“

Ph'avell parsed the statement for praise or insult. 
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“To my left is our Medical and Science Officer, Lieutenant J. Hamilton 
Merriweather, a Gurch.“

“Hello there.“ Hamilton gave an awkward smile that raised his eyebrows 
high into his hand bald forehead. 

Finwë maintained a cautious distance from the Doctor with a look of 
incredulity.

“How hath you trained the beast to speak so?”

Celia's first experience in inter-species relations took place on a long flight 
with a young Arthropian when she was thirteen. He repeatedly insisted she 
should eat a particular green candy due to its amorous side effects. A firm threat 
to jettison the boy from the airlock solved that miscommunication. She felt this 
may take a bit more tact. 

“He is no beast. He is a person, just as you are.” Celia didn’t consider that her 
best work and eyed the airlock.

“The similarity between you and the Orontorang is remarkable. Though… 
you seem softer, less beastly.” Finwë cocked his head, “What is medical?“ 

“A doctor, er healer,“ Celia tried to find an appropriate parallel, “and one of 
the best.“ Why was she justifying Hamilton’s abilities to a stranger?

“Finally, our pilot and navigator, Ensign Jacey Cort; another Terran. I’m not 
exaggerating when I say he’s the most gifted pilot in the Union.“ She did it again.

Finwë's mere presence compelled Celia to exhibit some exceptionalism. Was it 
the lack of commonality or something else? 

“An honor to meet you all, and I humbly thank you for saving my life. I hope 
you that each one shares stories of your fallen friend, so I too may feel her loss.“

Celia’s heart sank. What could she share about the Major? The time when she 
scared me too much to introduce myself. Or the time when she sacrificed her life to save 
me. Celia saw mirrored flashes of shame on the crew’s faces.

The crew spoke at length with Finwë of the events leading up to and 
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following their finding him. Finwë handled the initial confusion better than Celia 
supposed she would and was fearless with his questions. But the outstanding 
belief that he came from another time confounded them all as they danced 
around the subject.

“Do you know how you came to our time?“ Celia was a big fan of getting to 
the truth.

"All eludes me before I woke up on this ship. How you say I could travel 
through time in any fashion, but days, I know not. These vestments tell me 
nothing. It is as if a shadow clouds my mind." His eyebrows sharpened, "Nixies 
seem to fly away with my memories quicker than I can reach. What little 
familiarity I possess lays solely in yon rod."

“We had to pry it from your fingers,“ Ph'avell said.

Celia leaned over to hand the rod to Finwë.

Easy on handing the psychotic the weapon. @Ph'avellCWO5

Celia nodded slightly in response but followed through with the exchange. 
Finwë let the rod roll into his hands, waiting with the rest of them for something 
magical to happen.

“While I cannot name it by look or touch, it is not wholly unfamiliar to my 
hand.“ Finwë’s hands squeezed the rod for something, “Yet it remains the only 
link to my being here. Perhaps I share a mystical bond with it?“

“Like a magic item?“ Jacey’s eyebrows raised.

“Aye, Pilot.“ Finwë gave a curt nod.

"Temporary object impermanence does not make this or anything magic; 
because why?" Hamilton rubbed the bridge of his nose, "Because there's no such 
thing as magic. I'm going to go out on a limb here and chalk it up to temporary 
amnesia." Hamilton rested on one arm against the off-roader, "The majority of 
memory loss subjects regain full recall after a short period of rest. There, magic." 

“Under the fell circumstance you describe our being here, I suspect rest will 
not be so easily had. On what sea do we sail?“
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“About that, we’re not in water. We’re on the planet Umrii.” Celia said.

Hamilton projected holo-screen displaying a system chart. Finwë spoke 
unintelligible words and made odd hand gestures. 

“What form of illusion is this?“ Finwë’s eyes grew hard.

“It’s a hologram made of stabilized light.“ Hamilton shrugged.

“These are the heavens?“ Finwë's hand probed the hazy glow around the 
numerous systems floating in the galactic chart. 

“Well, a map of worlds and stars,“ Hamilton said.

“Thou art a sorcerer, Mister medical science Gurch.“

The crew joined in to explain the galaxy and how they travel from planet to 
planet while Finwë listened to all with utter focus. When 

Can we talk? @BlainLT02

Celia followed Maxtron into the team room. 

“What’s up?“ Celia said.

“I don’t know. I was really hoping for something more talking to Finwë.“

She had to admit the same. Celia figured that finding a living person in the 
epicenter of planetary destruction would supply them with the answer. Instead, 
they found a confused man with an aversion to the modern age and no memory
—hardly the keystone to the galaxy.

“You think he’s hiding something from us?“ She sat down on a bench.

“No. I've played enough cards to know this guy’s an open book. Well, one 
with a bunch of pages ripped out.“ Maxtron hooked the arch of his boot against 
another bench and leaned against it, “But I think he's important in some way.“

“Agreed. I feel we found Finwë for some reason. We just need to find out 
what that is.“

"Sure… Or, we're looking at this from the wrong angle. Someone else sees  the 
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whole picture, only they're missing this one piece." Maxtron focused on the toe of 
his boot.

He was right. There had to be people who knew more, but maybe they didn’t 
know about Finwë?

“Once we get back on the net, we can find someone to share our particular 
piece of the puzzle.“ Maxtron put his hands in his pockets, “The situation is 
developing far away from us, and the longer we're out of the picture, the less of 
an asset we become.“ 

This was the kind of Executive Officer she wanted and needed. 

Maxtron sat across from her and looked into her eyes. How he kept his hair 
perfect and his field suit so clean was a mystery. "C, I know we're following your 
father's directive. It was a great option coming to Umrii. So let's get things in 
order, then take advantage of the city's hyperband link and find out what's going 
on. Once we have an idea, let's send a message to someone we trust, like your 
father."

"I would love that." Celia's throat tightened, "We'll learn what we can in 
Kamadi, but we need to play it safe. I won't place what I want over anyone's life. 
Doc wants to get the ship's link operational in some special way to mask our 
signature. Then we can determine what story to believe and, hopefully, get back 
soon, but Finwë won't be a bargaining chip."

“We'd be passing up a prime opportunity.“ Maxtron shook his head.

"Max, you said you'd see this through. If you want us to drop you off in 
Kamadii, we will, but I don't think any of us are really safe, even out here. We're 
a good team, and you're an excellent officer. Please stick with me, and we can 
reassess after we get our link back."

“If I’m so excellent, why aren’t you listening to me?“ He stood up.

“Just because I'm not doing everything you want doesn't mean I'm not 
listening. Your position informs all of my choices. I agree we should find 
someone we trust—just not before we get the net link back. When you take your 
command test next year, you’ll make your own choices.“
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"If there is a next year…." Maxtron went back into the cargo bay.

He wasn't wrong. Celia had no idea if there would be another year. All she 
knew was Finwë was her best bet at discovering what happened to her home.
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